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The Migrations of the Lemmings. 

ALTHOUGH I have dwelt among the Lemmings for many 
years, and paid great attention to their migrations, I have 
thought it might be more satisfactory to my readers to record 
the result of an interview with a captive member of the tribe, 
as recorded by the aid of a phonograph, assisted by a certain 
legitimate amount of amplification which the poverty of the 
language necessitates. This, however, I am convinced is what 
my little prisoner intended to say. " I am amused by tl>e 
reasons men give for our sudden appearances and inexplicable 
migrations. But, although I do not see why I should enlighten 
you on either of these points, especially as you would probably 
only stick the harder to your own opinion, I will venture to ask 
whether you think we cross wide lakes, the opposite shores of 
which are quite invisible to us, in order to find the food 
which we thus abandon; indeed, though I fear I am somewhat 
letting what you call the cat out of the bag by saying it, I have 
often wondered why I myself did not wander along the green 
shores of Heimdalsvand and down the valley amid sweet grasses 
and clover, instead of swimming across to barren Valders, and 
getting caught by you for my pains. But, after all, it is no worse 
than when my friends the swallows leave their flies, and even 
their families, and start on their travels, when the impulse seizes 
them, whilst the former are still plentiful, and the latter not yet 
ungrateful. So I feel indignant at the suggestion that we travel 
because we are overcrowded and underfed at home. I admit 
that our temper as a race i; somewnat short; it has been in•
paired by incessant bullying. Dogs, wolves, and lynxes eat us 
wholesale ; and the reindeer disgustingly declare that we are a 
mere bag of succulent saur-kraut. Shadows annoy us, and you 
men have even invoked spiritual weapons to aid your carnal 
implements of destruction. But let me seriously advise you not 
to fling about inappropriate epithets; our customs are at least as 
good as your own, and probably somewhat older, for we too have 
had an ancestry, and noblesse oblige. Enough ; let me nut; I 
want to get on." \'V. DUPPA-CROTCH. 

Richmond, Surrey. 

Boltzmann's Minimum Theorem. 

THERE is a point of great interest, in connection with Mr. 
Burbury's letter in your issue of May JO, on which he has not 
touched. 

The expression obtained in the Boltzmann theorem for the 

value of depends on the assumption that the actual dis

tribution is at every instant absolutely identical with the most 
probable distribution. This we know cannot be exactly true. 

dH 
Therefore the value of · dt in Boltzmann's theorem is not iden-

tified with the most p1·obable mlue of dH. It is, for instance, 
dt 

quite possible, in the absence of proof to the contrary, that no 
matter in what way the actual distribution differs from the most 

dH 
probable one, the actual -dt. may be numerically smaller than 

the value corresponding to the most probable distribution. 
In that case Boltzmann's theorem would give the maximum 

rate of subsidence instead of the most probable rate. Can Mr. 
Burbury or Dr. Boltzmann throw any light on this question ? 

Evwv. P. CULVERWELL. 
Trinity College, Dublin, June r. 

THE CAMBRIDGE NATURAL HIS TOR Y.l 

ALTHOUGH the third in the series, this volume is 
the first of the long-promised" Cambridge Natural 

History" to appear, and as such excites additional interest 
because it affords some clue to the probable style of the 
remainder-probable, since "complete uniformity of 
treatment has not," we are told, " been aimed at. It is 
\mrthy of remark that, contrary to what obtains in 
most popular works ori natural history, the Invertebrates 
are to receive theirfalr share of attention, and to extend 

1 "The Cambridge .Natural History." Edited by S. F. Harmer, M.A., 
and A. E. Shipley, M.A. Vol. iii. "Molluscs." By the Rev. A. H. 
Cooke, M.A. ''Brachiopods'" (Recent). By A. E. Shipley, M.A. 
'·Brachiopods •• (Fossil), By F. R. C. Reed, M.A. Pp. xii. 535; 334 
Figures in teXt, and 3 Maps'. Svo. (London; Macmillan and Co., 1895·) 
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over nearly seven of the ten volumes projected. It 
is almost a Cambridge work in a double sense, for 
with the exception of Prof. Herdman, who is to write 
on the "Ascidians and Amphioxus," and Mr. F. E. 
Beddard, who will undertake two such widely separated 
subjects as "Earthworms and Leeches" and " Mammals," 
all the contributors .are connected with that University. 

" 'The Cambridge Natural History' is intended," the 
publishers announce, "in the first instance for those who 
have not had any special scientific training, and who are 
not necessarily acquainted with scientific language. At 
the same time an attempt is made not only to combine 
popular treatment with the latest results of modern 
scientific research, but to make the volumes useful to 
those who may be regarded as serious students in the 
various subjects. Certain parts have the character of a 
work of reference." 

this standard, then, the present volume must be 
judged; and on opening its leaves and turning over its 
pages, with their abundance of new and beautiful illus-

FIG. I.-C!titon Sfinosus, Brug. 

trations, it is at once manifest that artist and engraver, 
printer and publisher, have vied with each other to pro
duce a work worthy of the conception. 

The major portion, or, to be precise, 459 pages of the 
whole, is devoted to the Mollusca. It is no fault of the 
author's if it has to be admitted that a treatise on this 
branch of natural history, at once popular and scientific, 
still remains to be written. Mr. Cooke, who is respon
sible for this section, save for a casual passage or phrase 
here and there, has produced a most readable work ; but 
the burden laid on his shoulders is greater than one man 
can bear nowadays, for no single individual can be a 
specialist in all the numerous branches of the subject; 
and yet nothing short of special knowledge in every 
ramification is adequate for the production of a text
book. The co-operation of specialists is yearly becoming 
more and more of a necessity in compiling manuals if 
good work is to be achieved, and in our opinion the 
system of minute subdivision, adopted for example in 
the" Standard Natural History," which was published 
some years ago in America, is the only wise one. 

It is not, therefore, any matter for wonder that Mr. 
Cooke has had to resort largely to compilation, with the 
inevitable result that facts here presented in one form of 
phraseology, would, with a more intimate personal know
ledge, have been differently expressed. Thus, for example, 
when speaking of barriers to distribution, we are told that 
"ra>1ges of inferior altitude, such as the Pyrenees, the 
Carpathians, and the Alleghanies, may be turned in flank as 
well as scaled," and when he wrote, "The Mediterranean 
offers no effectual barrier" -the author evidently did not 
take into consideration the altered distribution of sea and 
land in the Mediterranean region during Pleistocene 
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;·n respect the work, for a text-book, \ 
suffers unavoidably from too much of the "study," it, on 
the other hand, would have been better if an extension of 
time had been allowed the author in which to weld his 
mass of interesting and valuable material into a more 
homogeneous whole. 

The method of treatment of the subject, differing as it 
does in many respects from that of the ordinary hand
book, will best be gathered from a brief recapitulation of 
the order in which the ma in point-; are taken. 

Prefixed is a scheme of the classification adopted ; and 
concerning this it will be more convenient to speak later 
on. The opening pages are devoted to a brief intro
ductory statement defining the relationship of the Mollusca 
to the rest of the animal kingdom, and sketching their 
classification so far as the principal groups are concerned. 
Only one phylogenetic table is submitted, and that, un
fortunatel y, the misleading one dividing the Mollusca into 
the utterly unnatural groups of Glossophora and Aglossa. 
On the other hand, Mr. Cooke is cordially to be con
gratulated on refusing to have aught to do with that 
inythical monster, the "archi- " or "schematic-mollusc." 
A discussion on the origin of the land and fresh-water 

B 

In great part, therefore, the present work reverses the 
method adopted in most modern text-books, wherein it 
is customary to describe the animals first and discuss 
their habits afterwards ; the writer has, in fact, followed 
the arrangement adopted in the preliminary chapters 
of Woodward's "Manual," rather than that in F ischer's. 
This system of inversion also obtains in the anatomical 
portion; reproduction, usually rese rved for the last, being 
put first apparently, with som e idea of starting at the 
beginning of the molluscan career. The principle ma y 
undoubtedly possess advantages, but it also has its draw
backs. For example, the nomenclature of the parts, cr 
topography, of the shell is not g iven till the close of chapter 
ix., whilst m any of the terms there first defin ed ha\e 
previously been freely employed, a nd that although the 
student is theoretically not expected to be acquainted 
with anything beforehand. 

This is a detail which the editors should have il ttended 
to, for wherein their utility if not to assist by bringing a 
fresh and impartial eye to bear on the work they super
vise, since however able a writer may be, he is naturally 
apt when engrossed with his task to overlook such 
minuti<e. So, too, they should have noted that the 

"classes " have in the opening 
pages, by a slip of the pen, been 
called "orders." They might also, 
though it is not fair to charge it to 
their account, have observed that 
whilst a t p. 14 Drei.rsm.ria and 
iVfytilojJsis are spoken of as 
"scarcely modified Myti!i," these 
two genera are in the systematic 
part (:orrectly referred to a totally 
different order from Mytilus. The 
author himself, however, must be 
held responsible for having over
looked Dr. Carpenter's re traction 
of his theory of shell formation in 
the later editions of "The Micro
scope," a nd 'for such other over
sights as referring the well-known 
and bea utiful Choanopoma 
from Cuba, to the genus Cylindrella, 
or describing Strombus as "frugi
vorous." 

FIG. 2.-Tbree stages in the growth of Ptcrocera rugosa, Sow. 

Although on so vexed a ques
tion as classification the greatest 
latitude seems allowable, yet certain 
points in the one here adopted call 
for remark. For insta nce, the 
Amphineura are retained as an 
order of Gastropoda (Mr. Cooke 

mollusca follows, and leads up to chapter ii., which deals 
with the habits and economy of the non-marine forms. 
Enemies of the mollusca, means of d efence, parasitic 
mollusca, commensalism, and variation occupy the next 
chapter. Field malacologists especially will appreciate 
the bionomical facts and fancies here carefully gathered 
together from innumerable minor sources, and presented 
in available form ; indeed, were it not from lack of space, 
we would gladly quote largely out of this, the most 
interesting portion of the work from a popular point of 
view. In the succeeding four chapters (v. -viii.), the 
anatomy, or rather the comparative anatomy, and embryo
logy of the several classes are dealt with. The shell and 
the designation of its parts come next. Distribution (in 
space) forms the theme of the three subsequent chapters, 
and here the non-marine have preference by two to one 
over the marine mollusca. Three maps accompany and 
"illustrate" this section, by obviating the necessity of 
referring to an atlas. Finally, there is the systematic 
portion, in which a brief description is given of the 
principal characters of each family with its distribution in 
time, and a list of the more important genera composing it. 
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prefers the older and, we think, less correct spelling 
of Gasteropoda) in contradistinction to the opinion of 
recent authorities such as Pelsenecr, Simroth, &c. More
over, by-the-by, why is Pilsbry's classification of the Chi tons 
passed over for an older and less complete one? \Vhat to 
do with the Pteropoda, Mr. Cooke was apparently in doubt 
when he began his book (pp. 6, 7), but in the systematic 
part at the close, their affinities with the Tectibranchiate 
Opisthobranchs is duly pointed out. At the sa me time, 
though their two main divisions, Thecosomata and 
Gymnosomata, are most closely a llied to the Bulloidea and 
the Aplysioidea respectively, the Pteropoda arc here for 
convenience sake retained as a group by themselves of 
equal rank wi th the Tectibranchiata as a whole. This, 
if not exactly logical, is comprehensible, but not so the 
separation of these two sections by the interposi tion of 
the Ascoglossa and Nudibranchiata. 

About the Heteropoda, on the other hand, our author 
has no scruples, and though they retained their inde
pendence to a la ter elate than the Pteropoda, they are 
referred without comment, albeit correctly, to the Proso
branchiata, and even, following Lang, to the T renioglossa. 
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The term Platypoda, founded to include all the Pectini
branchiate Prosobranchs except the Heteropoda, is here 
restricted and made to apply, without reason given, to the 
Tcenioglossa other than the Heteropoda. 

Those interesting and somewhat anomalous genera 
. \ijJitonan·a and Gadinia, Mr. Cooke, in accordance with 
the conclusions lately arrived at by Kohler, Haller and 
l'late, places with the Tectibranchiata, creating for them 
the sectional name of Siphonarioidea. Pelseneer, we 
may incidentally remark, in his "Recherches sur divers 
Opisthobranches," which has only just been published, 
objec.ts to this conclusion of his German confreres, and 
seemmg ly on very good grounds. 

The Brachiopoda, which are incorporated at the end of 
the volume, are subdivided into "recent" and "fossil." 
The former (pp. 463-88) have been undertaken by one of 
the editors, Mr. A. E. Shipley; the la tter (pp. 491-512), 
by Mr. F. R. Cowper Reed . 

. M.r- Shipley's chapter is a compact little summary, 
pithily written, and whilst not erring on the side of 
popularity, ought to be readily followed by any average 
student or reader. 

It consists almost entirely of anatomical description, 
embryology, &c., for in "habits" the Brachiopoda are 
extrem ely deficient, preceded by a short sketch of the 
historical bibliography of the group, and followed by a 
few notes on their distribution, with a synopsis of their 
classification by Davidson. 

Mr. Shipley concludes that the affinities of the Brachio
poda "seem to be perhaps more closely with the 

FIG. 3.-Spirifer striata, Car Con iferous Limesto:w. 

Cephyrea, and with Pl10ronis, tha n with any of the other 
claimants" which have from time to time been advanced. 

Mr. Reed, on the other hand, by the nature of his sub
ject, is reduced to a description of the shell, especially 
emphasising such features as indicate anatomical structure 
and to a classification or "Synopsis of Families." The 
latter closely approximates the classification employed by 
Zittel in his "Handbuch," and hence can hardly be said 
to embody the very latest research es. Schuchert's classi
fication should, we think, at least, have been referred to. 
Some a llusion, too, ought to have been made to Tremato
bolus, which its discoverer, Mr. G_ F. Matthew, describes 
as possessing articulate valves, though it is allied to the 
Obolidao. Mr. Reed's descriptive writing must be accorded 
equal p ra ise with that of Mr. Shipley for clearness of style. 

Through the kindness of the editors and the publishers, 
11·e are enabled to reproduce some of the illustrations in 
the text These of themselves should serve to distinguish 
"The Cambridge Natural History" from most of its 
competitors for popular favour, with their plentiful repro
duction of ancient blocks, now, alas, too familiar to the 
eye, and by no means always joys for ever. 

NOTES. 
TH E Ladies' soiree of the Royal Society took place yesterday 

e\·ening, at the time NATURE went to press. 

AN unknown donor has given to the University of the City of 
New York, funds for a central building, on University Heights, 
for a library, museum, and hall, so arranged that all may be 
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turned into a library capable of holding I ,coo, ceo volumes. The 
gift will amount to 250,000 dollars, being the largest ever 
received in the sixty-six years of the existence of th<' University. 
The only condition is that the name of the donor shall never be 
revealed . 

ARRANGEMENTS are being made by the Marine Biological 
Association for a series of dredging and trawling expeditions 
during July, August, and September, to investigate the fauna 
and flora of the outlying grounds between the Eddystone Rocks 
and Start Point. In order to make the results as complete as 
possible it is extremely desirable that the investigation of each 
group should be carried out by a competent naturalist. Zoologists 
and botanists who are willing to take part in these expeditions, 
or to assist in working out the material collec ted, arc requested 
to communicate with the Director, the Laboratory, Plymouth. 

THE summer meeting of the Institution of Naval Architects 
was opened at Paris on Tuesday, when Lord Brassey delivered 
his presidential address, and several papers were read and dis
cussed. In the afternoon the members of the Institution visited 
the Paris Observatory and the Arts et Metiers, and a banquet 
was given at the Hotel Continental in the evening. After the 
close of the meeting, we shall give a report of the proceedings. 

THE annual meeting of the Societe des Amis des Sciences was 
held at Paris last week. The Society was found ed by Thenard 
in 1857, for the purpose of affording assistance to men of science 
or their families. It numbers more than two thousand members 
or subscribers, and since its foundation has distributed nearly 
£so,ooo to deserving investigators. Grants are only made to 
persons who have had papers or memoirs presented to the 
Academy of Sciences, or who have published papers· of equal 
merit to those approved by the Academy. The Society lays 
stress on the fact that the grants must not he regarded as 
charitable doles, but as rewards for services to science, and of a 
s1milar nature to the pensions which a grateful country gives to 
its servants. The awards are therefore publicly announced, and 
are looked upon as honours for meritorious work. 

THE Committee of the American Public Health Association, 
appointed to determine the possibility of establishing co-operati,·e 
investigation into the bacteriology of water supplies, have made 
arrangements for a conference of bacteriologists to be held on 
June 21 and 22, in the Academy of Medicine, New York city. 
The conference will consider how to obtain increased exactitude 
in the details of bacteriological research, and establish standard 
methods. The conference will, in fact, attempt to establish 
some common ground-plan for systematic work in bacteriology 
in general, and in the bacteriology of water supplies in par
ticular. The Bacteriological Departments of many State and 
Provincial and Municipal Boards of Health will be represented 
at the conference, as also the principal universities of the United 
States and Canada. 

I N the eyes of the law, the Royal Agricultural Society is not 
a scientific institution which can claim exemption from local 
rates. It was decided in the Queen's Bench Division on Tues
day, that, as the funds of the Society are not exclusively applied 
to the purposes of science, but are used to promote " the 
comfort and welfare of labourers," the Society does not come 
within the statute under which exemption from rates is chimed. 

CoLONEL J. WATERHOUSE has been elected President of the 
Photographic Society of India for the current year. 

THE summer meeting of the Geological Society of America 
will take place at Springfield, Massachusetts, on August 27 
and 28. 
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